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The salvage service is closely related with marine insurance and gen-

eral average and is an unavoidable phenomenon in the maritime commerce. 
, The law of salvage has therefore been regarded as a special law up to the 

present time. The so-called "Stratrdrech,t " recognized throughout the 
European countries in the middle ages was a very stringent and merciless 
custom, which has been in practice till recent times. 

In early times, the wrecked ship and her cargo together with life and 

property were recognized as a proprietary right of the people on shore, and 
later of the state and finally of the feudal lords. This is what we call 
"Straerdregal." Such a wicked conduct as to lead a ship to the wrong 
way and make it wreck by lighting a toach at night for the purpose of 
causing sea disaster was prevalent in those days everywhere. Heligoland 
was widely known as one of the most horrible islands, where such a trick 
had been often resorted to for a long time. Even the prohibition by law, 
(e.g. "Authentica Navigia" of Friedlich II, 1220) and the conventions 
among the nations at that time could do nothing with them. _. Thus the 
"Stronrdrecht" of feudal lords became an object of very hot disputes a-
mong the people and long remained as one of the most difficult problems. 

In 1777, at Meckrenburg, the public prayer in church for the purpose 
of the so-called "gesege~eter Stronrd " (bressed Stranding) was discarded for 

the first time. It was a victory of humanism in the modern civilized na-
tions that we can now hardly find any such plunders of'wrecked ship in 
time of peace since long. Thus the "Stronedrecht" has evolved into sal-
vage system in which a salvor may claim assistance or salvage charges and 
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later this was revived as a legal rig'ht for encouraging the salvage service. 

But the legal principles of this system much differed, so to say, from na-

tion to nation as well as from city to city. 
"Co,eveeetiow pour L' U14ificatioee de Certaieees R~gles el~ Mati~re d'As-

si,stalace et de Sauvetage Maritimes, J9Je" in 23rd of September, was at 
last concluded with a view to putting an end to this disunity in the sal-
vage law which had prevailed among nations. It may be natural that the 
proposed amendment concerning maritime commerce in the Commercial 
Law of this country is intending to revise the current provisions in refer-

ence to the "Co,evel~tio,e " above mentioned. 

Thus we have seen the free development of the salvage service, though 
gradual, since eighteenth century. There have also appeared some persons, 
who make it their professional occupation to save ships and cargoes from 
sea disaster, especially, since the appearance of steamers. These salvors 
wait in the proper places at sea with their expensive salvage boats and 
tugs specifically fitted out for it. On the other hand, the public organiza-

tion is rendering serv~'rce to save the ¥vrecked ship, and the administration 

is organized by the state to take care of maritime affairs. 
The salvage service is also provided for in the Sea Disaster Relief Law 

of Japa,e, and the "Stractdulegsordeeuetg vom J7. Mai, J874 (RGBJ. 73) " and 

legal cases concerning salvage affairs have mainly been taken care of at 

Hamburg since 1913 in Germany. In England, it has also been under the 
rule of the Court of Admiralty since long. 

II 

There are two cases of salvage service. The one is the case, in which 

a contract concerning salvage is made in advance between both parties, 
while in the second no such contract providing for any duty is made. The 
latter case covers the salvage service in the narrow sense and the related 

provision of the Commercial Law of Japan (S 800) is for the case in this 

latter meaning. It is to be observed that many countries have also enact-
ed the law with similar provisions (cf. HGB S 740, M.1.A., S 65-(1) (2))1. 

* The Commercial Law of Japan S 800. 
A person who without any duty to do so has salved the whole or a part of a ship or the 

cargo in cases where they are in distress at sea, may clalm reasonable remuneration for the 

result. 

M.1.A. S65-(1) (2). 
65-(1) Subject to any express provislon in the policy, <-alvage charges incurred in~ prevent-

:ng a loss by perils insured against may be recovered as a loss by those perils. 
(2) "Salvage charges" means the charges recoverable under maritime law by a salvor 

mdependently of contract. They do not include the expenses of services in the nature of 
salvage rendered by the assured or his agents, or any person employed for him by them for 
the purpose of averting a peril insured against. Such ex~penses, where properly incurred, 
may be recovered as particular charges or as a general average loss, according to the cir-
cumstances under which they were incurred. 
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　　　　Salvage　service　usually　has　the　following　three　essential　requirements：

（1）The　object　of　salvage　service　is　exposed　to　a　danger．（2）The　voluntari－

ness　of　service　on　the　part　of　salvors，and　（3）　The　success　is　also　in　gen－

eral　a　necessary　condition　for　claiming　salvage　charges．2

　　　　According　to　the　Commercial　Law　of　Japan，“D脇gθ〆’is　a　distress

at　sea　connected　with　navigation　and　corresponds　to“51θ醗o’”in　Com－

mercial　Law　of　Germany（§740）。The　danger　in　the　salvage　service　must

be　actua1，　but　the　possibility　of　danger　is　also　included　in　this　category．

Such　a　situation　was　clarified　by　Dr．Lushington　with　respect　to　the　E砺

Go％惚％‘θcase　in1864・Up　to　the　present，the　judicial　precedents　in　Eng－

1and　and　other　countries　apPear　to　be　that　the　danger　necessary　for　salvage

service，whether　it　arises　from　the　condition　of　the　vesse1，0r　of　her　crew，

or　from　her　situation，must　be　real　and　sensible．　Therefore，it　must’be

neither　fanciful　nor　vague　in　its　possibility，while　it　needs　not　necessarily

be　absolute　or　imme（lia，te．3

　　　　With　regard　to　the　reality　of　danger，it　is　observed　that　the　lack　of

geographical　information　on　the　part　of　those　to　whom　the　service　is　ren－

dered　may　well　constitute　an　element　of　rea，1danger，and　a　ship　which

might　be　kept　in　safety，if　handled　by＆more　skilful　master　well　ac－

quainted　with　the　locality　may　therefore　be　in　peri1，when　her　master　has

no　such　skill　or　knowledge．　A　ju（iicial　precedent　in　America　has　shown

that　a　frightened　and　incompetent　master　was　the　real　danger．This　is
the　乃傷d7αgon　G‘z3だθ　‘αεθ　（1924）．4

　　　　The　Court　of　Admiralty　in　Englan（i　has　held　for　a　long　time　that

those　who　voluotarily　rescued　a　vesse1，seeing　a　signal　seemingly　for　rescue

which　was　in　fact　damaged　or　in　danger，have　the　right　to　consider　thρ

signal　as　reliable　and　are（luali五ed　for　being　salvors．5

　　　　The　voluntariness　on　the　part　of　the　salvor　constitutes，along　with　the

above－mentioned　reality　of　the　danger，an　indispensable　element　of　the

salvage　service．

　　　　As　is　provided　for　in　the　Article8000f　our　Commercial　Law　by　a

phrase“A　person　who　withoutanydutytodososalved＿＿”，the　said
Law　is　well　imbued　with　this　principle。The　salvage　of　property　has　hith－

erto　been　describe（i　as　an　act　spontaneously　rendered　by　voluntary　adven－

turers　in　or（ier　to　keep　for　the　benefit　of　owners　of　the　property　from　loss

or　damage　at　sea　with　the　responsibility　of　making　restitution　as　well　as

　2Success　is　usua11y　recognized　as　one　of　the　essential　requirements　of　the　salvage　servlce　but

Kennedy　adds　some　qua11台cations　font（cf．A舵面εθ伽fhθ‘脚o∫吻麗εα」ワαgθρ．”），HGB．
§741，“Coη脚7漉oη．”§2，Commercial　Law　of　Japan．§800，Lord　Chorley＆0．C．Giles，Shlp－
Plng　Law．P．249，
　3Kennedy，の昭，p。24．Burchard，βθ7g％銘σε‘．石r観∫3」認3’ε粥g伽Sθ伽o≠。S．32，
　‘　Kennedy，　‘み葛4．　p．　27．

　5The砿αアy（1842）；The　Poε謡∫θ5（1846）；The∬θd脚‘g　（1853）；The　乙5’”θ　ノoθ　（1860）；The
尺α‘θ7　（187千）；The　Ag～α‘α　（1888）。　See　Klennedy，の54．p．　28，
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with　a　lien　for　their　reward．

　　　“What　is　a　salvor？”said　Lord　Stowell　in　the醜ρ嬬θ．“A　person

who，without　any　particular　relation　to　a　ship　in　distress，proffers　useful

service　and　gives　it　as　a　volunteer　adventurer　without　any　pre－existing

covenant　that　connected　him　with　the　duty　of　employing　himself　in　the

preservation　of　that　ship．”　It　is　to　be　observed　that　the　requirement　of

voluntariness　in　the　salvor　is　suf丑cient　in　case　of　absence　of　any　contrac－

tual　or　o伍cial　obligation　therein．There　is　a　moral　obligation　in　general

when　the　human　life　or　property　is　in　danger，to　render　every　possible　as－

sistance　for　its　preservation．This　is　based　on　the　idea　that　deviation　from

the　predetermined　voyage　for　the　purpose　of　saving　human　life，does　not

make　any　effect　on　the　contract　of　insurance　and　the　shipowner　is　not

profected　in　case　of　the　deviation　be　made　only　to　save　property．6The

same　principle　also　holds　with　respect　to　carriage　by　sea，　According　to

the　Carriage　of　Goods　by　Sea　Act，1924（§4．Rights　and　immunities。4），

any　deviat三〇n　or　its　attempt　for　the　purpose　of　savi皿g　life　or　property　at

sea，oranyreasonabledeviationisnottheviolationorbreachofthese
rules　or　of　the　contract　of　carriage．　The　carrier　is　therefore　not　liabe　for

any　loss（iamage　resulting　therefrom．So　we　can　say　that　the　essence　of

the　Act　is　originating　from　our　moral　sentiments，7

　　　　By・the　contractual　or　o伍cial　obligation，we　mean　a（1uty　to　the　own－

erofthepr・pertysalved．Thetest・fvoluntarinessis・nlyapPlicableas
between　the’ alvor　and　salved，and　in　case　the　service　be　voluntary　in

relation　to　the　salved，i．e．，　not　rendered　by　reason　of　any　obligation　to－

wards　him，it　is　quite　immaterial　whether　or　not　the　s＆1vor　was　ordered

by　somebody　in　control　of　him　about　his　behavior．Two　cases　in　England，

i．e．，the釦7クθ銘　（1916）　an（1Gα7弼θ　（1917）　cεしses　made　this　point　clear・

　　　　In　compliance　with　this　principle　of　rewarding　volunteers　as　salvors，

neither　the　crew　nor　the　pilot　leading　a　ship，nor　the　owner　nor　the　crew

of　a　tug　under　a　contract　of　towage，nor　the　ship’s　agent，are　generally

held　entitled　to　obtain　any　salvage　rewar（1for　the　services　rendered　by

them　for　the　preservation　of　the　ship　herself　or　of　the　lives　or　of　the　car－

goes　which　she　was　carrying。　For　all　of　these　concemed　are　under　an

obligation　to　render　service　in　their　respective　way　for　the　benefit　of　life

or　property　at　risk。　On　the　other　hand，govemment　o伍cials　are　also　not

entitled　to　claim　their　salvage　rewards，however　meritorious　their　assis－

tance　may　be，so　far　as　they　have　done　only　their　omcial　duties．The

passengers　who　happened　to　be　on　board　the　ship　hl　distress　is　not　com－

monly　qualified，for　the　above－mentioned　reasons　as　creditors．They　are
not　un（ier　any　legal　or　o伍cial　obligation　to　do　any　work　for　the　safety　of

6Kennedy，伽4，PP．173－175．
7Scrutton，0陥　Chαア’θ7Pα7’‘θ3．　15th　ed．LQndon，1955．P．488。
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a　ship　or　her　cargo．In　fact　they　exert　themselves　only　for　their　owll

safety，therefore　not　qualified　for　receiving　rewards　for　labours　they　have

rendered　for　their　own　interest，though　the　services　thus　rendered　might

happen　to　be　at　the　same　time　pro且table　to　the　interest　of　other　persons。

Moreover，the　passengers　clearly　have　a　strong　moral　duty　to（io　their

best　for　preserving　a　ship　in　distress，although　they　are　by　no　means　so

bound　by　any　legal　obligation．　For　it玉s　incumbent　upon　all　those　on

boar（i　to　ren（ier　every　possible　assistance，whenever　a　ship　is　confronting

with　a　common　periL
　　　　The　successful　execution　of　the　salvage，successful　at　least　in　the　sense

that　the　said　salvage　contributed　to　the　ultimate　safety　of　the　property　iu

danger，is　as　a　rule　one　of　the　conditions　necessary　for　claiming　rewards。

Formerly，Dr．Lushington，in　the　ZθρhJ，働3（1842）case　said　l“I　appre－

hend　that　upon　general　principles　a　mere　attempt　to　save　the　vessel　and

cargo，however　meritorious　that　attempt　may　have　been，or　whatever　de－

gree　of　r玉sk　or　danger　may　have　been　incurred，if　unsuccessfu1，camot　be

considered　in　the　Court　of　Admiralty　as　fumishing　any　title　to　salvage

reward．The　reason　is　obvious，namely，that　salvage　reward　is　for　benefits

actually　conferred，not　for　a　service　attempted　to　be　ren（1ered。”　In　England

there　are　many　cases　which　were　taken　care　of　from　the　same　viewpoint。8

　　　　The　provision“＿。．．，may　claim　reasonable　remuneration　for　the　re－

sult。”in　our　Commercial　Law　is＆1so　based　on　almost　the　same　principle

as＆bove－mentioned．（cf．§800，（1伽麗緬oπ．Art．II）So，the　salvage　service

in　the　form　of“no　cure　no　pay”，which　has　been　in　operation　by　Lloyd’s

from　long　ago，is　nothing　but　the　result　of　the　emphasize　on　the　necessity

of‘‘success”．In　other　words，the　Lloyd’s　Standard　Form　of　Salvage
Agreement　is　almost　the　same　as　the　general　law　of　salvage　involving　all

essential　conditions　already　stated．　The　difference　of　these　two　systems

rests　on　point　that　the　salvage　rewar（i　isβxed量n　advance　in　the　former，

but　not　in　the　latter．

　　　　In　the　judgement　of　a　case　in1925，Lord　Phillimore　summarized　these

priuciples　from　various　judicial　precedents　as　follows：“Success　is　neces－

sary　for　a　salvage　reward．　Contributions　to　that　success　or，as　it　is　some－

times　expressed，meritorious　contributions　to　that　success，give　a　title　to

salvage　reward．　Service，however　meritorious　which　do　not　contribute　to

the　ultimate　success，do　not　give　a　title　to　salvage　reward．Service　which

rescues　a　vessel　from　one　danger　but　ends　by　leaving　her　in　a　position　of

as　great　or　nearly　as　great　danger，though　of　another　kind，are　held　not　to

contribute　to　the　ultimate　success　and　do　not　entitle　to　salvage　reward．，，9

　8E．U．，（1853）；The　Lo‘々四〇〇43，（1845）l　The　Zσ臨1～ヲ（1868）；The（コα蜘θ♂露α，（1883）3Theα砂

of（ニノ～θ認θ7，（1884）；The　Pαπ，（1899）；The　Tαγ加7ご，（1921）；The巫θ～απ58，（0晒u陥ε75）v．　The5απ

0πof7θ（〇四歪～875），（1925）etc．SeeKennedy，弼ゴ。P．33、
　9The　Mθ’α％‘θ（0匂び解73）v，The3α苑0730∫78（0匂uπ075）（1925）．
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Thus success means, in short, to salve the ¥~rhole or a part of a ship 
or the cargo (S 800). The foreign la¥vs regarding this point provide slmilar 

stipulatlons. For instance, as we are ~vell aware from various cases, the 
preservation of some part at least of the res is essential to any salvage 

claim in England.10 Consequently, there must be something saved other 
than life, from which funds will be raised for paying the salvage reward. 
In other words, for the savin*- of life alone without the saving of ship, 
cargo, or freight, salvage is not recoverable in the Admiralty Court. The 
Re;npor (18S3) in England is the most suitable case for elucidating this 
fact.11 

III 

So far, we have briefly described three factors as essential features of 

the salvage service. From what has been mentioned above, we can under-
stand that the salvage service does not aim at saving life, but res, and 
the life saving does not therefore belong to the legal salvage. The Com-
mercial Law of Japan, for instance, has for that purpose the following 
provision, "A person who without any duty to do so has salved the whole 
or a part of a ship or the cargo......" (S 800). In Commercial Law of 
Germany, it is similarly provided for as follows : "When in case of dist-

" HGB. S 740). The judicial ress a ship or its cargo, being no longer...... 

precedents, the Cargo ex Sarpedow (1877) and the Medilea (1876) in Eng-
,1and, for instance, were also based on the principle that the saving life 

alone can not be recoverable in Court. On the contrary, in case several 
persons jointly contributed to the salvage, any persons who rendered the 

salvage service in saving life may claim a share of salvage remuneration 
S 804 (2). This fact is made clear by the afore-said Medilt(h case (181~6) in 

England in which a ship was wrecked, while passengers and crew were 
taken off by a salvin*" steamer and brought to the port of destination. 
The passage money was thereby earned by the owner of the wreck. It 
was then held that this earned freight constituted a fund out of which the 
life salvors might be pald. In modern times, however, the harshness of 
doctrine has been gradually softened by the principle that if lives were 
saved together with property a savlage award may be claimed. The pro-
vision of the Commercial Law of Japan (S 804) is in the same direction. 
Question such as, what is the position if there were two groups of salvors, 

one saving lives, the other property, was really raised in Er,gland. Sup-
pose in a case like the one just stated, that passengers and crevi' were 

taken off by certain boats, while the substantial part of the cargo was 
saved by another group of salvors as in the afore-said case of Medina. It 

lo see per Bruce, 
ll See Kennedy, 

J
.
 
,
 ibid . 

The Hesli(~ (1895). 
pp. 52-53. 
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was again held that a fund should be created from the property saved so 
that the life salvors may be remunerated from it. The Cargo ex Schiller 
case in 1877 referred to above is a precedent which has proved this point. 

The situation was clarified by Bagally, L. J., who declare, "The liability 

to pay a reasonable amount of salvage to life salvors is imposed upon owners 
of cargo as well as upon owners of the ship, ...... and that such liability 
is not general personal liability to be enforced in any circumstances whether 

the ship and cargo are lost or not, but is a liability limited to the value 

of the property saved from destruction...... as regards the right of life 
salvors to claim a reasonable amount of salvage, it is immaterial whether 
the property saved from destruction has been saved by salvors, as the 
expression is ordinarlly understood, or by other means." ' 

Though the ri*･ht of life salvors claiming a salvage charges was grad-
ually expanded, as well as mitigated, the situation has not yet been satis-

factorily settled. For this reason, it has been provided that if salvage 
services are rendered to a British ship anywhere or to a foreign ship in 
British waters, and no or almost no property is saved, the Ministry of 
Transport may in its discretion awared a sum out of the Mercantile 
~_~arine Fund.12 

Thus the right of claiming salvage charge of life is in the tendency of 

approaching the like standing of salvage of cargo as days go by. The 
classical idea regardin*~ the right of life salvors is based on the ethical 

sentiments of human being, which can not be estimated in terms of 
money. Burchard, in his work "Bergung uud Hidfsleisteec~g ir~ See7eot " 
(S. 66), explained it with the term "Huma~tilatsrilcksichtele" (humanity 
considerations), ~lvhile it ¥vas called it "ethisch" (ethical) by Wtistendorfer. 

It has hitherto been considered inappropriate by the legal circles to make 

the salved pay for their rescue or to make the shipowner or her mother 
country, to which the wrecked ship belongs, responsible for the rescue of 
her passengers. For instance, "Deutsches Seerech,tsausschuss " (The Com-
mission of German Maritime Law) does not approve from moral senti-
ments the salvage charges for saving life. 

It is because in the first place we are all requested be willing to 
sacrifice ourselves at the risk of others and secondly it is practically im-

possible to claim the compensation against the mother country. In short, 
the salvage of life at sea is a kind of virtue originating from the mutual 

10ve or brotherhood and is in the tendency of being compensated among 
each other in the long run.13 

It is provided for in "Co,~veletio,t pour L'Unificatiole", "II n est du 
accume r~mun~ration par les personnes sauv~es, saus que, cepedant, il soit 

*' See Merchant Shipping Act, 1894. s. 544; _~'1erchant Shipping (Mercantile Manne Fund) 
Act, 1898. s. I (1) (b). 
** H. Wbstendbrfer, a.a.O.S. 419. 
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port6atteinte　aux　prescriptions　des　lois　nationales　cet　egard．”　（Art。IX

（1））．　The　provision　stands　on　the　basis　of　the　like　spirit，but　another　part

of　the　provision　of　the　same　article，“1es　sauveteurs　de　vies　humaines　qui

sont　intervenus　ゑ　locc＆sion　de　1’accident，　ayant　donn（≦　1ien　au　sauvetage

on議1’assistance，ont　dorit議une6quitable　part　de　la　r6mun6ration　ac－
cord6e　aux　sauveteurs　du　navire，　de　la　cargaison，et　de　leurs　accosoires”

（Art．IX（2））玉s　based　on　the　almost　same　idea　as　that　of　our　Commercial

Law（cf．§804）．The　Commercial　Law　of　Germany　was　amended　in　ac－
cordance　with　the　“Intemational　Convention”efモective　as　of　the7th　of

January，1913．　This　is　also，nee（iless　to　say，founde（i　on　the　like　basis・

　　　Now　we　are　confronted　with　two　altematives　in　this　connection　ac－

cording　to　one　of　which　the　saving　of　a　ship　in　disaster　should　be　left　to

the　ethical　sentiments　bestowed　upon　men　by　God　on　the　part　of　the
would－be　salvor，while　the　other　altemative　considers　it　desirous　to　legally

stipulate　the　rescue　of　human　life，　Judging　from　the　recent　tendency，

many　countries　are　now　coming　to　legally　impose　the　liability　to　s＆ve

human　life　on　the　ship　master．　The　Maritime　Conventions　Act，1911，
provides　th＆t　the　ship　master　is　liable　for　the　rescue　of　any　person　in

danger　at　sea，and　this　was　agreed　upon　in　the　intemational　convention

by　the　major　countries　in　maritime　commerce。In　England，the　life　sa1－

vage　has　become，by　this　Act，a　statutory　obligation　the　violation　of

which　is　pmishe（1as　a　criminal　conduct．　A　legal　obligation　to　render

assistance　is，furthermore，imposed　on　any　ship　receiving　a　wireless　distress
signa1．1些

　　　　It　sometimes　happens　that　the　salvor　threatens　a　ship　in　danger　by

sending　a　signal　to　the　eHlect　of　“No　pay　no　rope”　in　order　to　bid　up　the

pay　for　the　rescue。　In　fact，it　is　very　unlikely　that　the　agreement　on

salvage　is　fair　to　both　parties　concemed．　The　agreemerlt三s　therefore

scrutinized　by　the　Court，which　allots　revises　the　agreeme亘t，if　it　is　obvi－

ously　unfaif．　There　have　been　in　fact　many　cases　in　England，which
were　taken　care　of　along　the　above－stated　line．15　Probably　such　cases　will

gradually　decrease　in　number，because　the　refusal　to　help　without　pay

would　now　constitute　a　misdemeanour．16As　was　already　stated，the　M：er－

cantile　Marine　Fund　is　now　in　existense　in　England　for　facilitating　the

payment　for　the　saving　of　life，

　　　　The　legal　nature　of　reward　for　the　saving　of　life　is　dif壬erent　from

that　of　charges　for　the　salved　property。　In　fact，the　salvage　charges　are

paid　in　the　latter　case　for　the　benefit，which　a　ship　or　the　cargoes　actua1－

1y　raised，while　the　salvage　charges　are　in　the　former　case　encouraged　by

　14Merchant　Shφping（Safety　Conventlon）Act，1949。S，22，
　15The　A‘’α5r，（1897）；The　R‘α～’o，（1891）；The　」Po7’Gα’θ‘Jo箆5α　and　The　A”％α，　（1903）．

”o隅　v．　P擁‘θ，　Po”θγ，　月スαμ87＆Go．，（1881）；The　漁d5πα，（1876）。

　16See　Lord　Chorley＆Giles，‘扉4．p．267．
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the policy of the law to the same eflect. Dr. Lushington has already 
clarified this diflerence in the Fusilier case (1864), and stated as follows : 

"Salvage is not governed by the ordinary rules which prevajl in mercan-
tile transactions on shore. Salvage is governed by a due regard to the 
benefit received, combined with a just regard, also, to the general interests 

and commerce. It is a political as well as a mercantile transaction,-so 

says Lord Stowell, so says Mr. Justice Story-as, for instance, when a 
larger reward is given because of the greater value of the property saved." 
(see Carver's Carriage of Goods by Sea, p. 555.) 

The idea involved in the judgement given by Dr. Lushington as above-
mentioned has gradually borne fruits and finally developed into a system 
of the Mercantile Fund, or succeeded in bringing about a law, which 
makes it obligatory for any ship to render assistance in case of emergency 

to save life. Here we see again the realization of the material progress 
of humanism and the economic life of mankind. 
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